Singapore Airlines
Singapore Airlines is reportedly one of the world’s leading carriers
with 16 million passengers per year flying its top-ranked gateway
spanning five continents and 59 cities. Widely known as a symbol
of service excellence, Singapore Airlines is committed to providing
customers with the best flying experience through an innovative
product and service offering.

First class security…
Safety and security is seen by Singapore Airlines as a top priority.
As a sign of this commitment and with a security policy of “zero
lapses”, Singapore Airlines decided upon the advanced CEM
AC2000 SE (Standard Edition) access control system to secure its
operations at multiple sites throughout Changi Airport, Singapore.
Hundreds of CEM S600s intelligent card readers supporting
DESFire smartcard and fingerprint biometrics were installed to
provide a high level of sophisticated security.
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Visitor/SAP Interface…
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customised screen designs, which building on the
Lotus Notes application data offers features such as
temporary visitor ID badging, assigned card wizard,
allocated escort/approver department record e.t.c.
For SAP Human Resource integration, CEM developed
a similar interface to that of visitors, with batch files of
personnel information automatically networking to the
AC2000 server daily. As ID cards for new staff are
required quickly, a real time polled interface was also
developed with CEM designing a new XML application
to query and poll “real time” personnel information from
SAP for immediate card issue. Acting as an
instantaneous link between SAP and AC2000, the XML
application allows ID staff to issue cards 24/7 via the
AC2000 personnel application. Cosharing data and
networking with SAP, the access system is also
programmed to transfer daily all personnel images
captured that day; resulting in the extraction and
co-sharing of data via one operational process.
As a further enhancement, the CEM batch interface
builds the complex MRZ (Machine Readable Zone)
strings commonly used on passports and stores them
in the AC2000 database so that they can be easily
printed on Singapore Airline passport style ID cards.
Using several card formats such as temporary, term or
contractor passes and with thousands of employees,
Singapore Airlines has different badge design
permutations with personnel card privileges and expiry
date predetermined by a personnel crew indicator; Non
Flying Staff, flight Crew and Cabin Crew.

Thinking global, acting local…
As a continuation from the AC2000 SE system at
Changi Airport sites, Singapore Airlines now has future
plans to roll out the system on a worldwide basis.
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